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In a letter dated 1 October 2013 from the Ministry of Justice’s Crown Office, in the House of Lords, 

we have been informed that a ‘Red Mass’ was said in Westminster Cathedral that morning.  We 

understand that a number of Her Majesty’s judges attended the Mass, as has been customary at the 

start of each legal year for many years. 

 

May we ask you to supply some factual information about the Mass, please.  We should be grateful if 

you would advise us of the names of each of Her Majesty’s judges who attended that service and the 

position that each holds.  Also, please would you advise us of the names of each of Her Majesty’s 

present judges who, as a judge, attended any such previous service since 2007 and the position that 

he or she then held. 

 

If you do not keep records of which judges actually attended each such service, please would you list 

the names of those judges who accepted an invitation so to attend (and did not subsequently 

withdraw that acceptance), even if some of them may not have attended. 

 

Please would you also advise us: 
 

(a) Whether all of the judges who attended wore their judicial robes? 
 

(b) Whether their attendance was in their official capacity? 
 

(c) Whether the Mass is restricted to Roman Catholics, or open to others? 

 

(d) If it is open, in the list of those judges whose names you provide to us, please would you 

indicate those who are known not to be Roman Catholics, if any. 
 

(e) Whether Red Masses have been said in other locations in England and Wales since 2007? 

 

We are grateful for your helpfulness and courtesy in providing this information. 
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